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Abstract
The objective of the current study was to systematically review the available literature on the relation between behavioral and cardiac
indicators used to measure distress in toddlerhood. After ascertaining the eligibility of 2,424 articles through a Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) and PROSPERO (International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews)
guided search process, 22 articles (N ¼ 2,504) that investigated associations between behavioral and cardiac indicators of distress in
toddlerhood were identified. The narrative synthesis described the overall relation (direction [positive, negative], strength [Cohen’s D])
between behavioral and cardiac indicators and was organized by cardiac indicator (i.e., heart rate [HR], heart period, respiratory sinus
arrhythmia, pre-ejection period) and type of behavior measured (i.e., coding for expressed emotion behaviors vs. emotion regulation
behaviors). Methodological characteristics (i.e., timing of measurement for behavioral and cardiac indicators [concurrent, predictive],
length of measurement epochs, inclusion of covariates and moderators) were also described. HR was consistently positively (D ¼ .05
to .54) related to expressed emotion behaviors. No other cardiac and behavioral indicators were consistently related. Methodological
differences related to behavioral and cardiac indicators utilized, timing of measurement, and length of measurement epochs may be
responsible for heterogeneity in findings. The findings suggest that researchers might get divergent results depending on whether
distress is measured with cardiac or behavioral indicators of distress in toddlerhood. Suggestions for future psychophysiological
research with young children are offered.
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Introduction
Measurement of responses during distress involves examining
one’s behavioral and biological initial reaction to changes in the
environment (i.e., reactivity) or the behaviors and biologic pro-
cesses (e.g., attention, behavioral approach/avoidance, self-sooth-
ing) used to recover from emotional challenges and return to
homeostasis (i.e., regulation) (Kopp, 1982; Rothbart & Derrberry,
1981). While distress reactivity tends to be highly dependent on
antecedent circumstances (e.g., genetics, sensory thresholds, care-
giver factors), the process of distress regulation is more complex
and dynamic, as it involves the conscious and unconscious sequen-
cing of emotion, behavioral regulatory strategies, and biology
(Calkins & Leerkes, 2004; Ekas et al., 2018). These are considered
distinct yet interrelated facets of distress (Barrett, 2013; Cole et al.,
2004; Thompson et al., 2008).
It is believed that reactivity and regulatory responses are espe-
cially malleable period early in life (Campos et al., 1989; Cole
et al., 2004), with behavioral, physiological, attentional, emotional,
cognitive, and interpersonal or social processes having unique yet
interrelated developmental trajectories that emerge across infancy,
toddlerhood, and early childhood (Calkins & Fox, 2002). Calkins
(2010) suggested that research investigating distress reactivity and
regulation utilize a biopsychosocial theoretical framework, which
considers how the child’s biology, behavior, and social context
fundamentally change one another continuously over the course
of time. Indeed, systematic research using a behavioral indicator
of distress suggest that there is significant variability in how infants
regulate from distress across the first year of life (Pillai Riddell
et al., 2013). As such, it is important for research on the develop-
ment of distress regulation to not collapse across developmental
stages (i.e., infancy, toddlerhood, early childhood).
The focus of the current systematic review will be on distress
reactivity and regulation in toddlerhood (i.e., second and third years
of life). Toddlerhood is a critical developmental phase to examine
distress reactivity and regulation, as it coincides with developments
in motor, language, and representation skills, and encompasses the
transition from passive caregiver-directed regulation to more active
and purposeful self-regulation (Kopp, 1982; Rothbart et al., 1992).
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Infants initially depend on their primary caregiver to understand
and scaffold adaptive regulation from distressing events (Ekas,
2018; Pillai Riddell & Racine, 2009). However, by the end of the
first year of postnatal life, the child is able to deploy strategies
aimed at modifying several aspects of the emotion, including the
intensity and duration of the emotions, and also impact caregivers’
behaviors when they need help regulating their emotions (Ekas
et al., 2018). The purpose of the current review is to provide a more
nuanced understanding of the patterning of cardiac and behavioral
responses in toddlerhood during negatively valenced events. Foun-
dational to a review of this kind requires an understanding of the
development of behavioral and biological reactivity and regulatory
responses to distress and its associations with developmental
outcomes.
Development of Behavioral and Biological Regulatory
Responses
Behavioral regulation skills are developing from birth, with a shift
from utilizing primitive mechanisms of self-soothing and signaling
(e.g., sucking, moving away, crying) to more voluntary, simple
actions to modify arousal levels (e.g., self-initiated distraction)
(Kopp, 1982; Rothbart et al., 1992). Maturation of different biolo-
gical support systems is implicated in the increasingly sophisticated
emotions and behavioral regulation strategies observed across
infancy and early childhood, as physiological changes are hypothe-
sized to prepare the individual for actions associated with emotional
events (Calkins & Hill, 2007). The majority of empirical work that
focuses on underlying physiological components highlights the
maturation of the autonomic nervous system as playing a funda-
mental role in emotion reactivity and regulation (Santucci et al.,
2008). Both the parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) and sym-
pathetic nervous system (SNS) have been implicated in the devel-
opment of distress responses (both reactivity and regulatory).
Indeed, the Polyvagal theory (Porges, 1995) specified these two
branches as serving different evolutionary stress responses in mam-
mals. The vegetative vagus (i.e., SNS activity) represents the more
primitive branch, which mediates the coping strategies of reptiles.
Higher levels of SNS activity tend to be associated with physiolo-
gical arousal, metabolic output, and fight or flight responding dur-
ing distress (Porges, 2007). In contrast, the smart vagus (i.e., PNS
activity) is more evolved and mediates cardiac activity when
demands require more sophisticated coping. Specifically, decreas-
ing levels of PNS activity tend to be associated with orienting,
self-soothing behaviors, responding to challenges, and increased
metabolic output (Porges, 2007).
Associations Between Behavioral and Cardiac
Reactivity/Regulation and Developmental Outcomes
The limited research available suggests that there is moderate sta-
bility of behavioral and cardiac reactivity and regulatory responses
across the life span (Gunnar & Vasquez, 2006; Matthews & Phil-
lips, 2010; Seifer et al., 1996; Stifter & Fox, 1990) and that response
patterns developed in toddlerhood can be reliably linked to future
developmental outcomes (Beauchaine, 2001; Gendron & Feldman,
2009; Qu & Leerkes, 2018). Indeed, certain reactivity and regula-
tion patterns after a distressing event (e.g., partial vagal withdrawal
leading to SNS activation, more effective behavioral strategies
employed) early in life have been linked to traits that promote
optimal learning and development, such as high inhibitory control,
executive function, and delay of gratification (e.g., Obradovic´ &
Finch, 2017; Santucci et al., 2008). Alternatively, certain reactivity
and regulation patterns after a distressing event (e.g., excessive
vagal withdrawal, ineffective regulatory strategies employed) are
associated with negative emotional traits (e.g., depression, anxiety,
and aggression) and states (e.g., Beauchaine, 2001; Enebrink et al.,
2005; Frick et al., 2003; Shirtcliff et al., 2009). As such, an under-
standing of how these distress-related behavioral and cardiac
responses are associated has important implications for child
development.
Challenges With Assessment of Distress Regulation in
Toddlerhood
Developmental scientists have utilized a variety of paradigms to
observe the intensity and temporal features (e.g., speed of onset or
recovery from distress) of negative emotions. Although there is
agreement on the multifaceted nature of emotions, considerable
controversy exists regarding the degree to which different aspects
of emotion (i.e., emotion expression, emotion regulatory behaviors,
biology) coordinate across a distressing event (Cole et al., 2004).
This debate is complicated further in infancy and toddlerhood, as
unlike behavioral responses to distress, individuals mount a variety
of physiological responses that are not directly observable. Indeed,
responses during distress responding is a dynamic process that
involves the coordination of cognitive, cortical, cardiac, and endo-
crine systems, in addition to emotion and behavioral strategies
(Ekas et al., 2018). Understanding how these different systems
coordinate is a critical area of study. However, to better understand
how these systems coordinate, challenges with behavioral observa-
tion systems and cardiac indicators and methodologies need to be
addressed.
Phases of distress responding. As mentioned previously, seminal
research by Rothbart and Derryberry (1981) provided an important
distinction between distress reactivity and regulation in relation to
infant temperament, which could fruitfully be applied to behavioral
and cardiac indicators of distress. While reactivity tends to be
highly dependent on innate, biological factors, the development
of distress regulation seems to emerge during the second year of
life and coincides with the development of certain cognitive capa-
cities (Rothbart & Derryberry, 1981). Thus, behavioral and physio-
logical responses underlying distress reactivity and regulation may
not be identically associated across time. Despite the importance of
considering phases of distress responding when attempting to cap-
ture toddlers’ distress, it is unclear how the available literature has
examined phases of distress responding. As such, the length (in
seconds) and timing (concurrent [behavior and cardiac data
acquired simultaneously within the same distress paradigm] or pre-
dictive [behavior and cardiac data acquired at different times within
the same appointment]) of measurement epochs1 will be important
considerations in the review.
Behavioral distress responding. Various methodologies have been
used to measure behavioral responses to distress across develop-
ment. Researchers tend to observe the latency, intensity, frequency,
and duration of emotional behaviors, the attentional and behavioral
strategies used to manage such reactions, or a combination of these
emotional reactions and regulatory strategies. Complicating the
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picture further, researchers have measured behavioral outcomes
differently, using either continuous composite scores or extremes
of a dimension. Cole and colleagues (2004) have described this
debate regarding how to best distinguish emotion expression beha-
viors from emotion regulation behaviors themselves and suggest
that independent measurement of the activated emotion (e.g.,
observed facial expressions and behaviors) and the resultant regu-
latory strategy (e.g., soothing, visual engagement) is necessary. It is
posited that global measures that encapsulate both expressed emo-
tions and emotion regulatory strategies fail to capture the dynamic
and temporal nature of expressed emotion and emotion regulation.
To continue pushing developmental literature forward, it is impor-
tant for behavioral measures to be separated based on whether they
measured expressed emotion behaviors (i.e., activated emotion) or
emotion regulation behaviors (i.e. behaviors that serve to bring the
organism back to homeostasis). This distinction will be addressed
in the following review.
Cardiac distress responding. The development of behavioral dis-
tress responses has been reliably linked to continuous changes
across biological systems, with the majority of empirical work
highlighting the integral role of the autonomic nervous system in
the regulation of emotions (Santucci et al., 2008). Specifically,
brain regions associated with emotions and cognitions can influ-
ence brainstem cardiorespiratory control centers and thus affect
cardiac indicators (Berntson et al., 1994). Perry and Calkins
(2018) posited that physiological indicators help identify underly-
ing mechanisms that are imperative in understanding expressed
emotion responses and emotion regulation responses that cannot
be communicated through behavioral observation alone. As men-
tioned above, both branches (i.e., PNS/SNS) have been implicated
in the development of distress responses; however, the convergence
(i.e., strength) and direction of the relationship between behavioral
and cardiac indicators during distress has not been reliably
established.
Common cardiac indicators used in the literature include heart
rate (HR), heart period (HP), and heart rate variability (HRV). HR
measures the number of contractions of the heart per minute and
reflects both sympathetic and parasympathetic activity. Specifi-
cally, increases in sympathetic activity lead to increased HR and
the focusing of attention, which is essential for generating emo-
tional responses that are effective in modulating arousal (Bornstein
& Seuss, 2000). HP refers to the interval between heartbeats (in
milliseconds) and is inversely related to HR (i.e., low HP is equiv-
alent to high HR) (Burgess et al., 2003). Regarding HRV, one of the
most common indexes is respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA). RSA
is thought to reflect the variability in the time between heartbeats
that occurs at the frequency of respiration, with higher values of
RSA reflecting greater levels of parasympathetic influence (Bernt-
son et al., 2007). During times of distress, vagal influence is with-
drawn which results in increased sympathetic activation (i.e., fight
or flight response) (Gatzke-Kopp & Ram, 2018). Seminal research
has found that decreasing levels of PNS activity during distress, as
indexed by decreasing RSA, tend to be associated with orienting,
responding to challenge, and increased metabolic output (Porges,
2007). Two other related HRV indicators that are used in conjunc-
tion with behavior are RSA change score (decreases in RSA from
baseline to distress) and baseline RSA. RSA change score is posited
to be related to physiological regulation of emotions or coping
efforts, and reflective of vagal withdrawal. On the other hand, base-
line or tonic RSA is thought to reflect an individual’s
temperamental reactivity and emotionality (Beauchaine, 2001;
Porges, 1995). Pre-ejection period (PEP) is validated as an index
of SNS functioning (Sherwood et al., 1990) and reflects the time
interval (in milliseconds) between the onset of ventricular depolar-
ization and the onset of left ventricular ejection (i.e., ejection of
blood into the aorta) (Berntson et al., 2007). Shorter PEP suggests
greater sympathetic influence, which is functionally related to an
individual’s mobilization of resources to meet environmental
demands associated with stress (Beauchaine, 2001). Sherwood and
colleagues’ (1990) guideline for impedance cardiography spurred
much research utilizing PEP in children, adolescents, and adults
(e.g., Beauchaine, 2001; Beauchaine et al., 2007; Brenner et al.,
2005: Crowell et al., 2006). However, scientists have less fre-
quently investigated the increase in sympathetic influence during
distress in toddlerhood (e.g., Buss et al., 2005; Kahle et al., 2018).
Thus, it is unclear in early childhood how sympathetic (versus
parasympathetic) measures compare to traditional quantifications
of reactivity and regulation responses.
Current Review
Developmental research on toddler distress-related reactivity and
regulatory responses has largely focused on direct behavioral obser-
vations and parent reports of distress rather than multidimensional
approaches incorporating both behavioral and physiological indi-
cators. A review by Barrett (2015) highlighted that there may be
inter- and intra-individual variability in behavioral and physiologi-
cal responses to emotions within and across time. Thus, there may
not be a single, consistent pattern of relations in the PNS, facial
movements, or other behaviors for each emotion category. Without
proper systematic reviews that examine how multiple dimensions
of distress-related responses react together (such as behavior and
cardiac) that takes into account the types of behavior (expressed
emotion versus emotion regulation behaviors) and cardiac
responses (e.g., HR, HP, RSA, PEP) across developmental stages,
it is difficult to assess the current state of the field.
The main goal of the present study was to systematically review
the findings on the concurrent (i.e., within-session) relation
between behavioral and cardiac indicators measured during distress
in toddlerhood. Based on the methodological and conceptual issues
outlined above, our original aim was to conduct a meta-analysis, to
quantitatively estimate the overall relation between behavioral and
cardiac indexes of distress in toddlerhood and investigate how the
effect varied according to certain study characteristics (e.g., timing
of measurement for behavioral and cardiac indicators, length of
measurement epochs, inclusion of covariates and moderators).
However, based on the guidelines outlined by Higgins and Green
(2011), it was concluded that a meta-analysis would not be appro-
priate. Specifically, many studies utilized multiple, divergent car-
diac indicators (i.e., baseline, responding and/or change scores for
HR, HP, RSA, and PEP) and behavioral coding schemes. Given that
the studies are clinically diverse, a meta-analysis may have
obscured genuine differences in effects (Higgins & Green, 2011).
Therefore, we undertook a narrative synthesis, which is an approach
to the systematic review and synthesis of findings from multiple
studies that relies primarily on the use of words and text to sum-
marize and explain the findings of the synthesis (Popay et al.,
2006). A narrative synthesis was deemed a more appropriate ana-
lytic approach, as it involves the interpretation of statistical data,
with the ability to couch the synthesis based on differences in
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methodology, methodological rigor, and overall study quality
(Popay et al., 2006).
The aim of our narrative synthesis was to examine the direction
and magnitude of the relation between behavioral and cardiac indi-
cators measured during distress in toddlerhood, taking into account
the methodological limitations based on study characteristics that
may influence the relation between indicators. In accordance with
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines (Moher et al., 2009), the quality
of the research articles included in the synthesis was assessed. As
well, the methodological rigor of physiological data collection was
examined, as this has been shown to be important factor in recent
meta-analyses and empirical work involving cardiac indicators
(e.g., Beauchaine et al., 2019; Shader et al., 2018). Previous
meta-analyses in infants, children, and adults revealed a significant
association (r ¼ 0.09–0.15) between cardiac indicators and self-
regulation (Holzman & Bridgett, 2017; Zahn et al., 2016) that was
impacted by publication bias. As such, we hypothesized a similar
degree of association between behavioral and cardiac indexes mea-
sured during distress in toddlerhood. However, we expected the
direction of association to vary according to cardiac indicator
(i.e., positive associations with SNS indicators [i.e., HR, HP, PEP],
negative associations with PNS indicators [i.e., RSA]).
There are a number of variables that are hypothesized to impact
the relation between behavioral and cardiac indicators of distress in
toddlerhood. A plethora of research exists that highlights the impact
of sex, age, and attachment on the development of emotion regu-
lation (see Perry & Calkins, 2018, for a review of the development
of emotion regulation processes in childhood). Studies examining
sex differences in emotional responding have reported mixed
results. These differences in results are posited to be due to differ-
ences in methodology (e.g., level of emotional responding under
study [e.g., behavior, psychophysiology], stimuli utilized [positive
vs. negative emotion]) (Domes et al., 2009). With regards to age,
across early development there is a dramatic growth in the acqui-
sition and display of emotion regulation skills and abilities (Calk-
ins, 2010). These changes in emotion regulation skills across time
have been linked to differences in caregiver–infant attachment, as
caregivers assist in the regulation of arousal in infancy and early
childhood (Perry & Calkins, 2018). Infants with secure attachment
relationships with their primary caregivers will seek and receive
caregiver support during times of distress. However, infants with
insecure attachment will develop ineffective strategies to heighten
their call for support or suppress their emotions (Zimmer-Gembeck
et al., 2017). Additionally, baseline responses (i.e., cardiac and
behavior prior to task) are known to impact the size of a psycho-
physiological response to distress (Berntson et al., 1994; Oberlan-
der & Saul, 2002; Waxman et al., 2016). No a priori hypotheses
were made regarding the impact of behavioral coding scheme,
study characteristics, or methodological considerations on the asso-
ciation between indexes of distress in toddlerhood, given the dearth
of research in this area.
Method
Search Strategy
A systematic search was conducted using Medline, Embase, Psy-
cINFO, and CINAHL in July 2017 for English-language references.
An updated search was conducted in Embase in March 2019 to
include any relevant articles published between July 2017 and March
2019. The original search was not limited by year published to
encompass both historical and contemporary articles and reviews.
Search terms related to distress-inducing contexts, behavioral and
cardiac measures, and infancy or toddlerhood were systematically
paired (see Online Supplementary Material 1). Hand-searching ref-
erence lists of relevant studies and systematic reviews on the con-
vergence between behavioral and cardiac measures of distress were
also conducted. Our review followed an a priori protocol according
to the PRISMA guidelines (Moher et al., 2009). The review protocol
was registered on the PROSPERO website (Booth, 2013) before data
extraction (registration no. CRD42017077288).
Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria and Study Selection
English-language, prospective-observational or descriptive studies
on humans who were 12 months to less than 4 years of age, under-
going an acutely distressing task, and monitored using video
recording and electrocardiography were included. Our definition
of observational studies included cohort studies in which partici-
pants were prospectively identified and followed up during distress
tasks using behavioral and cardiac indicators as well as cross-
sectional studies that observed participants during a distress task
using both behavioral and cardiac measures.
Studies were excluded if they described nonhuman animal mod-
els of distress, did not include a distressing event (e.g., pain, fear,
frustration), did not include both a cardiac and behavioral measure
of distress in toddlerhood (i.e., 12 months to less than 4 years of
age), did not measure behavioral and cardiac outcomes during the
same time period (i.e., within the same age and appointment), or did
not report quantitative or qualitative information regarding the rela-
tion between the behavioral and cardiac measures. Review articles,
case studies, and conference abstracts were also excluded.
Two authors designed the abstract selection criteria with an
initial selection of 500 abstracts. Covidence software (www.covi-
dence.org) was used to independently read and select among all the
retrieved references and abstracts. All abstracts were double-coded
for reliability purposes. Percentage agreement between the
reviewers before consensus coding was 97.9%. Disagreements
between the two reviewers were flagged and resolved through dis-
cussion. Full texts of potentially eligible studies were retrieved (see
Figure 1 for PRISMA flowchart).
Data Extraction
A database was created recording a description of the distress para-
digm (e.g., fear, frustration), behavioral coding system, cardiac
indicator (i.e., HR, RSA [specifying if computed through time-
domain, frequency-domain, and non-linear analysis], PEP), results,
and any additional variables that were included when analyzing the
relation between behavioral and cardiac measures during distress
(i.e., covariates, moderators). It was important to investigate cov-
ariates and moderators included in the studies because there are
many variables that have been posited to affect the cardiac system
or behavioral response to distress (e.g., baseline physiology, sex,
age, attachment). Although previous meta-analyses (Holzman &
Bridgett, 2017; Zahn et al., 2016) have found significant associa-
tions between behavioral self-regulation and HRV measured
through time-domain analyses, there was not enough variability
in the studies to discuss these differences in methodology. The
strength of the relation between behavioral and cardiac indicators
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was extracted from the available analysis (e.g., r, t-score, r2) and
converted to a standardized mean-difference effect size (i.e.,
Cohen’s D; Cohen, 1988). When data were not provided in the
articles, the authors were contacted via e-mail on two separate
occasions. All studies were extracted by two reviewers. Discrepan-
cies were minimal and resolved through consensus.
Quality Assessment and Methodological Rigor
To evaluate the overall quality of evidence in our systematic
review, a modification of the checklists designed by the National
Heart, Blood, and Lungs Institute (2014), Downs and Black (1998),
and Crombie and McQuay (1998) was used (see Online Supple-
mentary Material 2). The National Heart, Blood, and Lungs Insti-
tute has provided a checklist for assessing the quality of
observational cohort and cross-sectional studies, and the Downs
and Black (1998) and Crombie (1996) measures were chosen based
on a multidisciplinary collaborative review discussing quality in
case–control, cohort, and cross-sectional studies (Sanderson et al.,
2007). Checklist items were scored as yes (1), no (0), or unable to
determine. All extractions were consensus-coded for quality scores
to ensure reliability. Disagreements were minimal (reliability
between authors was 90%) and resolved through discussion. The
National Heart, Lung, and Blood institute stated that their checklist
is not intended to create a cutoff that allows one to arrive at a
categorical judgment of quality. Instead, it suggests thinking about
the items in the checklist and how each communicates something
about the potential for bias in a study. These items were chosen
through a consensus with the authors of the current article, who
agreed that those selected were most reflective of study quality (i.e.,
sample size justification, predictor and outcome variables being
clearly defined, reliable, valid, and implemented consistently,
blinding, and key potential confounding variables measured and
adjusted for their impact). A proportion score of the criteria met
was also calculated. Higher proportions reflect studies that have
taken greater precaution against bias and can be considered rela-
tively higher in study quality. The lead author coded every article
and one of two other authors double-coded each article with overall
reliability being 94% agreement. All discrepancies were discussed
and consensus was used for the final value.
In addition to assessing the overall quality of the studies, we
approximated the rigor of the physiological data collection. To
investigate methodological rigor, we coded whether authors indi-
cated electrocardiography sampling rate, high frequency band used
to define RSA (only for studies that used frequency-domain quan-
tification), percentage of missing data, whether 1996 Task Force
guidelines (as an index that authors adhered to psychophysiological
standards) were referenced, and whether a “true” baseline condition
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Figure 1. PRISMA Flowchart.
PRISMA ¼ Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses.
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was utilized (i.e., stimulus free) in cardiac data collection. Checklist
items were scored as yes (1), no (0), or unable to determine.
Narrative Synthesis Structure
The narrative synthesis included an examination of the general
direction (positive, negative) and magnitude (Cohen’s D; Cohen,
1988) of the findings. Note that the magnitude of the effect sizes is
not categorized (i.e., small, medium, large), given that this cate-
gorization is meaningless in the absence of a frame of reference,
which is the goal of the current study (see Funder & Ozer, 2019, for
an overview of the problematic nature of effect size categoriza-
tions). Based on the articles found, studies were first organized
according to the cardiac indicator (HR [baseline, task, change
score], HP [baseline, standard deviation], RSA [baseline, task,
change score], PEP [task]). In Beauchaine’s (2001) seminal work
describing an integrated model of ANS functioning and psycho-
pathology, the author asserts that a source of confusion in the
literature describing behavioral and cardiac indicators of emotion
regulation is the definition of different cardiac indicators. As such,
for the purposes of the current article, cardiac measures labeled
“task” are reflective of when cardiac indicators are collected across
the distressing procedure, while “change score” is utilized when
cardiac indicators were measured during a baseline period and
distress paradigm, with one score being subtracted from the other
score (e.g., baseline RSA minus RSA during the distress para-
digm). A large proportion of the studies included fell under the
“task” category, yet did not account for participants’ baseline
responses. The Law of Initial Value asserts that the size of a psy-
chophysiological response depends on the initial baseline level of
the measure (Bernston et al., 1994; Oberlander & Saul, 2002; Wax-
man et al., 2016). As such, it is difficult to distinguish whether
associations between behavioral and cardiac indicators are related
to individual physiological differences in baseline or distress reac-
tivity. Given the limited number of studies, we chose to include
“task” measures to draw conclusions from the current state of the
field. Related to RSA change scores, this term was originally con-
ceptualized in the psychophysiology literature as task (e.g., distress
paradigm) minus baseline, with negative scores indicating reduced
RSA following distress (Beauchaine et al., 2019). However, a
recent meta-analysis by Beauchaine and colleagues (2019) found
that authors were computing RSA in differing ways (i.e., baseline
minus task, regressing baseline RSA onto task RSA), which
impacted the overall relations with other indicators/outcome mea-
sures. As such, we have noted how the “change score” was calcu-
lated for each study to account for this in our narrative synthesis
(see Online Supplementary Material 3).
The type of behavioral coding scheme (expressed emotion beha-
viors, emotion regulatory behaviors) utilized in each study was the
next level of organization. Given the wide variety of behavioral
coding schemes used, the behavioral coding systems were categor-
ized based on Cole and colleagues (2004) assertion to separate
behaviors reflecting expressed emotions versus behaviors enacted
to regulate emotions. Two authors investigated the behavioral cod-
ing schemes used in each study and made a forced-choice decision
to categorize the coding scheme as representing either expressed
emotion behaviors (e.g., facial fear, vocal distress, bodily fear) or
emotion regulatory behaviors (e.g., self-comforting, mother-
orientation, distraction, aggression/venting, constructive coping).
If coding systems were mixed (i.e., included expressed emotion
behaviors and emotion regulatory behaviors), the study was cate-
gorized based on what the majority of items represented in the
coding scheme. Disagreements between coders were minimal and
resolved through consensus coding.
After grouping studies in conceptual categories (i.e., Cardiac
Response Type [HR: baseline, responding, change score; HP: base-
line, standard deviation; RSA: baseline, responding, change score;
PEP: responding] by Behavioral Response Type [emotion expres-
sion behavior, emotion regulation behavior), findings were then
further contextualized by methodological differences (timing of
measurement as either concurrent or predictive, epoch length
[length of both behavioral and cardiac measurement epochs in sec-
onds], and covariates/moderators [were additional measures con-
trolled for or investigated in analysis]). We required at least two
studies in a given category (e.g., distress HR by expressed emotion)
to perform a narrative synthesis. During our initial extraction, effect
sizes were not found to qualitatively differ across distress para-
digms (i.e., fear, frustration). As such, results were collapsed across
distress paradigms to maximize the number of studies in each cate-
gory of the narrative synthesis. There were no other types of distress
paradigms.
Results
Studies Included
Through the electronic searches, 2,424 unique articles were identi-
fied. These articles were then reviewed by title and abstract and
were included or excluded based on the a priori selection criteria. A
total of 61 articles were then examined in a full-text review and of
these, 22 (involving 2504 participants) fulfilled the inclusion cri-
teria. These studies were included in the final review.
Study Characteristics
Supplementary Online Material 3 provides an overview of the stud-
ies included, including country of origin, sample size, study design,
distress paradigm, behavioral coding scheme, definition of the
baseline measurement paradigm, cardiac indicator, methodological
details (i.e., timing of measurement, epoch length), and quality
score. Fear and frustration were the only types of distress paradigms
found in the literature search. Please see Supplementary Online
Material 3 for details.
Quality Assessment and Methodological Rigor
Quality assessment. The lowest quality proportion score was .43
(Provost & Gouin-Decarie, 1979), the median quality score for the
papers was .55, and the highest score was .81 (Hay et al., 2017).
Only one study was given an overall quality judgment of higher
(see Figure 2 for breakdown of items on quality checklist). We
decided that a more extensive description study quality was neces-
sary, as the quality of these studies would contextualize the overall
findings from the narrative synthesis. Only six of 22 studies pro-
vided a sample size justification, and approximately half of the
studies relied on small sample sizes (N < 100) for their statistical
analyses. Additionally, several studies did not include clearly
defined, reliable, valid, and consistently implemented predictor
(6/22) or outcome (9/22) variables. Specifically, validation studies
for behavioral indicators of distress were not commonly cited and
inter-rater reliability estimates were not consistently reported. As
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well, for cardiac indicators, the number of coders and reliability
estimates was only included for one study. Most studies did not
describe blinding their coders to the study hypotheses (19/22).
Finally, only 12 studies statistically accounted for at least one key
potential confounding variable that is known to impact physiologi-
cal variables (e.g., age, sex, baseline characteristics, time of day,
activity level, respiration).
Methodological rigor. Large inconsistencies in reporting were noted
when investigating the methodological rigor for physiological data
collection (See Supplementary Online Material 4 and Figure 3 for
breakdown of items coded for methodological rigor).
Relation Between Behavioral and Cardiac
Measures of Distress
Supplementary Online Material 5 provides a descriptive catalogue
of all behavioral distress measures investigated. The coding sys-
tems have been organized by whether they were coding emotion
expression or emotion regulation behaviors. Tables 1, 3, and 5
summarize effect sizes for each study in the narrative synthesis.
Adjoining tables have been created (i.e., Tables 2, 4, and 6) to
provide the patterns of results from each of the cells of the summary
tables (Cardiac Indicator by Behavior Type). As noted above, nar-
rative syntheses were only completed if there were at least two
studies in a cell (e.g., expressed emotion behavior by task HR cell).
However, summaries of findings for single studies are still indi-
cated in Tables 1, 3, and 5.
Heart rate
HR and expressed emotion behaviors. Baseline HR (see
Tables 1 and 2: Column 2, Row 2): The calculated Cohen’s D was
.14 for the relation between baseline HR and expressed emotion
behaviors (Paret et al., 2015; D ¼ .14). One study (Calkins &
Johnson, 1998) did not provide data on the relation between indi-
cators. These studies acquired baseline HR data prior to the distres-
sing task (predictive measurement), utilized validated distress
paradigms (i.e., Interesting but Scary paradigm, Toy Removal), and
had varying epoch lengths for analyzing behavioral (i.e., 120 s) and
cardiac (i.e., >120 and 300 s) indicators. Calkins and Johnson
(1998) controlled for sex in their analysis and did not find differ-
ences in the strength of relation between distress indicators.
Task HR (see Table 1 and 2: Column 3, Row 2): Across the four
studies included (Baker et al., 2012; Buss et al., 2005; Hay et al.,
2017; Provost & Gouin-Decarie, 1979), there was a positive rela-
tion between task HR and expressed emotion behaviors. Effect
sizes ranged from a D ¼ .05 to D ¼ .54. Regarding methodological
considerations, all studies acquired behavioral and cardiac data
concurrently during the distress paradigm, had varying behavioral
and cardiac (i.e., 180 to 600 s) measurement epochs, the majority of
studies utilized validated distress paradigms (i.e., Strange Situation
procedure, Toy Removal) (Baker et al., 2012; Buss et al., 2005;
Provost & Gouin-Decarie, 1979), and included covariates or mod-
erators in the analyses (Baker et al., 2012; Buss et al., 2005; Hay
et al., 2017). Sex was a covariate in three studies (Baker et al., 2012;
Buss et al., 2005; Hay et al., 2017). Only one study found a signif-
icant effect of sex on the relation between behavioral and cardiac
indicators of distress (Hay et al., 2017), with male sex increasing
the strength of the relationship between distress indicators. Hay and
colleagues (2017) also controlled for baseline physiology (i.e., HR
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Figure 2. Bar Graph Illustrating the Number of Studies (out of 22) That Fulfilled Each Item on the Quality Assessment.
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Figure 3. Bar Graph Illustrating the Number of Studies (out of 22) That
Fulfilled Each Item on the Methodological Rigor Assessment.
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and activity) and childhood adversity in their analyses and found
that holding these variables constant increased the strength of the
relationship between distress indicators.
Heart period
HP and expressed emotion behaviors. Baseline HP (see Table 1
and 2: Column 5, Row 2): Results were mixed regarding the rela-
tion between baseline HP and expressed emotion behaviors, with
two studies not reporting the relation between expressed emotion
and baseline HP (Calkins & Johnson 1998; Garcia Coll et al., 1984),
and one study (Stifter & Jain, 1996) finding a positive relation
between distress indicators (i.e., D ¼ .3). Studies included in the
synthesis collected baseline cardiac data (Calkins & Johnson, 1998;
Stifter & Jain, 1996) or cardiac data in response to auditory and
visual stimuli (Garcia Coll et al., 1984), reflecting predictive mea-
surements. Two studies included validated distress paradigms (i.e.,
Behavioral Inhibition task, Toy Removal); however, Stifter & Jain
(1996) incorporated multiple distress paradigms (e.g., Toy
Removal and Still Face Paradigm). Additionally, most studies uti-
lized inconsistent measurement epochs for behavior (i.e., 120 to
180 s) and cardiac (i.e., 300 s or analyzed by group) data collection
and did not include covariates or moderators in their analyses
(Calkins & Johnson, 1998; Stifter & Jain, 1996). Garcia Coll and
colleagues (1984) investigated sex as a moderator in their analyses
and found that sex did not impact the relation between distress
indicators.
HP and emotion regulation behaviors. Baseline HP (see Table 1
and 2: Column 5, Row 3): A Cohen’s D of .12 was found (i.e.,
Burgess et al., 2003) between baseline HP and emotion regulation
behaviors (Burgess et al., 2003). Data were not reported for one
study (Calkins & Fox, 1992). These studies collected baseline car-
diac data (Calkins & Fox, 1992) or cardiac data in response to
auditory and visual stimuli (Burgess et al., 2003) (predictive mea-
surement), and both studies utilized a validated distress paradigm
(i.e., Behavioral Inhibition task). Both studies used varying mea-
surement lengths for behavioral (i.e., 420 s or not reported) and
cardiac (i.e., 180 to 300 s) measurement epochs, and there were no
covariates or moderators included in the analyses.
Respiratory sinus arrhythmia
RSA and expressed emotion behaviors. Baseline RSA (see
Table 3 and 4: Column 2, Row 2): Most studies found near-zero
relationships (i.e., D¼.00 to D¼ .01) between baseline RSA and
expressed emotion behaviors (Bocknek et al., 2018; Calkins &
Johnson, 1998; Paret et al., 2015; Voegtline, 2010). However, two
studies (Calkins & Johnson, 1998; Stifter & Jain, 1996) found a
positive relation among distress indicators (i.e., D ¼ .29 to .34).
Most studies utilized validated distress paradigms and collected
Table 2. Summary of Study Findings (Patterns of Results) for HR and HP With Behaviors (Emotion Expression and Emotion Regulation).
Behavioral
coding scheme Baseline HR Task HR HR change score Baseline HP Baseline HP SD
Emotion expression
behaviors
Weak (2 studies; N ¼
106; 18–24 months)
Positive (6 studies; n ¼ 620; 12,
18, 24–36 months)
Positive (1 study; n ¼
31; 12 months)
Unclear direction and effect size (3 studies;
N ¼ 290; 18–21 months)
Weak (1 study; n ¼
117; 21 months)
Emotion regulation
behaviors
Weak (1 study; n ¼ 100; 14 and
20 months)
Weak (1 study; n ¼ 41;
12 months)
Weak (2 studies; N ¼ 224; 24 months)
Note. Results displayed as Overall Pattern Found: Positive/Negative, Weak ¼ no studies with significant findings; Unclear direction and effect size ¼ studies had differing
directionality and magnitude of relationships (Number of studies, N/n ¼ number of participants in studies/study, respectively, Participant Age). Where no data are
available, gray shading is used. HR ¼ heart rate; HP ¼ heart period.
Table 1. Summary of Study Findings (Effect Sizes) for HR and HP With Behaviors (Emotion Expression and Emotion Regulation).
Behavioral
coding scheme Baseline HR Task HR HR change score Baseline HP Baseline HP SD
Emotion expression
behaviors
Calkins & Johnson, 1998
(18 months: null [data
not provided]; P, N)
Paret et al., 2015 (24
months: null [.14];
P, N)
Baker et al., 2012 (12 months: positive
[.54]; 24 months: positive [.46]; 36
months: positive [.46]; C, N)
Buss et al., 2005 (24 months: positive
[.31 to .46]; C, N)
Hay et al., 2017 (12 months: positive
[.05]; C, N)
Provost & Gouin-Decarie, 1979 (12
months: positive [.45 to .54]; C, Y)
Bohlin & Hagekull, 1993 (12
months: positive [.37 to
.64]; C, Y)
Calkins & Johnson, 1998
(18 months: null [data
not provided]; P, N)
Garcia Coll et al., 1984
(21 months: null [data
not provided]; P, Y)
Stifter & Jain, 1996 (18
months: positive [.30];
P, N)
Garcia Coll et al., 1984
(21 months: null [data
not provided]; P, Y)
Emotion regulation
behaviors
Kagan et al., 1989 (14 and 20 months:
null [data not provided]; C, N)
Spangler & Grossman, 1993
(12 months: null [data
not provided]; C, Y)
Burgess et al., 2003
(24 months: null
[.12]; P, N)
Calkins & Fox (24 months:
null [data not
provided]; P, N)
Note. Cohen’s D was calculated for the results available, where no data are available, gray shading is used. Results displayed as (Participant Age, Direction of association
(positive, negative) [effect size]); Time of measurement: Concurrent (C) ¼ heart rate and behavior measured concurrently; Predictive (P) ¼ heart rate or behavior
collected before the other measure; Epochs: Yes (Y) ¼ behavior or cardiovascular measure analyzed in reactivity and/or regulation phases; No (N) ¼ behavior and
cardiovascular not analyzed in reactivity and/or regulation phases (collapsed across baseline or reactivity and regulation phases); HR ¼ heart rate; HP ¼ heart period.
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baseline cardiac data prior to the distress paradigm (predictive
measurement). Behavior (i.e., 120 to 270 s) and cardiac (i.e., 120
to 900 s) measurement epochs were variable, and only two studies
included analyses with covariates or moderators (Calkins & John-
son, 1998; Paret et al., 2015). Although sex did not moderate the
relationship between distress indicators (Calkins & Johnson, 1998),
attachment status did moderate the relationship between baseline
RSA and expressed emotion (Paret et al., 2015).
Task RSA (see Table 3 and 4: Column 3, Row 2): Across the
three studies included (Brooker & Buss, 2010; Buss et al., 2005;
Kahle et al., 2018), calculated Cohen’s D ranged from .15 to .00
for the relation between task RSA and expressed emotion beha-
viors. All studies utilized validated distress induction tasks and
measured emotion expression behaviors and cardiac indicators con-
currently during the distress task. The studies varied greatly in their
behavioral and cardiac (i.e., 12 to 600 s) measurement epochs. No
studies investigated relevant covariates.
Table 3. Summary of Study Findings (Effect Sizes) for RSA With Behaviors (Emotion Expression and Emotion Regulation).
Behavioral
coding scheme Baseline RSA Task RSA RSA change score
Emotion
expression
behaviors
Bocknek et al., 2018 (24–31 months: null [0.0]; N, P)
Calkins & Johnson, 1998 (18 months: distress task: positive [.29];
composite distress measure: null [data not provided]; N, P)
Paret et al., 2015 (36 months: null [.013]; N, P)
Stifter & Jain, 1996 (18 months: positive [.34]; N, P)
Voegtline, 2010 (24 months: null [.14]; N, P)
Brooker & Buss, 2010 (24 months: null [data not
provided]; N, C)
Buss et al., 2005 (24 months: null [.15]; N, C)
Kahle, 2018 (42 months: reactivity: null [.00 to
.02], recovery: null [.08 to .00]; Y, C)
Brooker & Buss, 2010 (24 months: null
[.2]; N, C)
Voegtline, 2010 (24 months: fear: null
[-.05]; frustration: negative [.15];
N, P)
Emotion
regulation
behaviors
Burgess et al., 2003 (24 months: null [.15]; N, P)
Calkins and Fox, 1992 (24 months: null [data not provided]; N, P)
Liewet al., 2011 (18months: null [.002], 30months- null [.002]; Y, P)
Fox, 1989 (14 months: negative [1.61 to
.23]; N, C)
Rubin et al., 1997 (24 months: negative [.07];
N, C)
Kahle et al., 2018 (42 months: null [.00 to
.01]; Y, C)
Augustine et al., 2018 (24 months:
negative [.04]; N, C)
Calkins & Dedmon, 2000 (30 months:
null [data not provided]; N, C)
Liew et al., 2011 (18 months: null [.04];
30 months: negative [.19]; Y, P)
Note. Cohen’s D was calculated for the results available, where no data are available, gray shading is used. Results displayed as (Participant Age, Direction of association
(positive, negative), Magnitude of association (null, small, medium, large) [effect size]); Time of measurement: Concurrent (C) ¼ heart rate and behavior measured
concurrently; Predictive (P)¼ heart rate or behavior collected before the other measure; Epochs: Yes (Y)¼ behavior or cardiovascular measure analyzed in reactivity
and/or regulation phases; No (N) ¼ behavior and cardiovascular not analyzed in reactivity and/or regulation phases (collapsed across baseline or reactivity and
regulation phases); RSA ¼ respiratory sinus arrhythmia.
Table 4. Summary of Study Findings (Patterns of Results) for RSA With Behaviors (Emotion Expression, Emotion Regulation).
Behavioral
coding scheme Baseline RSA Task RSA RSA Change Score
Emotion expression
behaviors
Weak (4 studies; N ¼ 566; 18–36 months)
Positive (2 studies, n ¼ 173; 18 months)
Weak (3 studies; N ¼ 239; 24–42 months) Weak (2 studies; N ¼ 418; 24 months)
Negative (1 study; n ¼ 330; 24 months)
Emotion regulation
behaviors
Weak (3 studies; N¼ 471; 18–24 months) Weak (1 study, N ¼ 83; 24–42 months)
Negative (2 studies,N¼ 243; 14–42 months)
Weak (2 studies; N ¼ 346; 18–30 months)
Negative (1 study; n¼ 138; 18–30 months)
Note. Results displayed as Overall Pattern Found: Positive/Negative/Weak (near-zero associations); Unclear direction and effect size¼ studies had differing directionality
and magnitude of relationships (Number of studies, N/n ¼ number of participants in studies/study, respectively, Participant Age). RSA ¼ respiratory sinus arrhythmia.
Table 6. Summary of Study Findings (Patterns of Results) for PEP With
Behaviors (Emotion Expression and Emotion Regulation).
Behavioral
coding scheme Task PEP
Emotion expression behaviors Weak (2 studies; N ¼ 151; 24–42 months)
Emotion regulatory behaviors Unclear direction and effect size (1 study;
n ¼ 83; 42 months)
Note. Results displayed as Overall Pattern Found: Positive/Negative, Small/Medium/
Large, No effect ¼ no studies with significant findings; Unclear direction and
effect size ¼ studies had differing directionality and magnitude of relationships
(Number of studies, N/n ¼ number of participants in studies/study, respectively,
Participant Age). Where no data are available, gray shading is used; PEP ¼ pre-
ejection period.
Table 5. Summary of Study Findings (Effect Sizes) for PEP With Behaviors
(Emotion Expression and Emotion Regulation).
Behavioral
coding scheme Task PEP
Emotion expression
behaviors
Buss et al., 2005 (24 months: null [.04]; N, C)
Kahle et al., 2018 (42 months: reactivity: null [.00],
recovery: null [.005 to .001]; Y, C)
Emotion regulatory
behaviors
Kahle et al., 2018 (42 months: reactivity: null/negative
[.00 to .005], recovery: null [.00 to .001];
Y, C)
Note. Cohen’s D was calculated for the results available, where no data are
available, gray shading is used. Results displayed as (Participant Age, Direction of
association (positive, negative),Magnitude of association (null, small, medium, large)
[effect size]); Time of measurement: Concurrent (C) ¼ heart rate and behavior
measured concurrently, Predictive (P) ¼ heart rate or behavior collected before
the other measure, Epochs: Yes (Y) ¼ behavior or cardiovascular measure ana-
lyzed in reactivity and/or regulation phases; No (N) ¼ behavior and cardiovas-
cular not analyzed in reactivity and/or regulation phases (collapsed across
baseline or reactivity and regulation phases); PEP ¼ pre-ejection period
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RSA change score (see Table 3 and 4: Column 4, Row 2):
Findings were mixed regarding the relationship between RSA
change score and expressed emotion behaviors (D ¼ .15 to .20;
Brooker & Buss, 2010, Voegtline, 2010). However, differences in
how RSA change score was calculated (Brooker & Buss, 2010:
Task-Baseline; Voegtline, 2010: Baseline-Task) were noted. Both
studies utilized well-validated distress paradigms (i.e., Stranger
Approach, Toy Removal). One study (Brooker & Buss, 2010) col-
lected behavioral and cardiac data concurrently, while one study
investigated RSA suppression in response to a different task
(Voegtline, 2010). The studies included utilized varying measure-
ment epochs for behavior (i.e., 120 to 150 s) and cardiac (i.e., 30 to
900 s) indicators, and only one study (Brooker & Buss, 2010)
utilized covariates in their analysis. Specifically, movement was
controlled for in the analysis and decreased the relationship
between distress indicators.
RSA and emotion regulation behaviors. Baseline RSA (see
Table 3 and 4: Column 2, Row 3): Calculated Cohen’s D was
between .002 and .15 for studies investigating the association
between baseline RSA and emotion regulation behaviors (Burgess
et al., 2003; Calkins & Fox, 1992; Liew et al., 2011). All studies
utilized validated distress paradigms but did not collect baseline
cardiac data consistently. Specifically, cardiac indicators were col-
lected at baseline (Calkins & Fox, 1992) while receiving visual and
auditory stimuli (Burgess et al., 2003) or while watching an empa-
thy inducing video (Liew et al., 2011). Cardiac (i.e., 42 to 300 s)
and behavioral (i.e., 120 to 420 s) epochs varied in length. Liew and
colleagues (2011) were the only study to utilize covariates, and they
found that although sex did not affect the relationship between
distress indicators, older children had a stronger relationship
between baseline RSA and emotion regulation behaviors.
Task RSA (see Table 3 and 4: Column 3, Row 3): The results were
inconsistent across the three studies that investigated the relationship
between task RSA and emotion regulation behaviors (Fox, 1989;
Kahle et al., 2018; Rubin et al., 1997). While one study (Kahle
et al., 2018) found near-zero associations between indicators
(Cohen’s D ¼ .00 to 01), two studies found a negative relation
(D ¼ .07, Rubin et al., 1997; D ¼ 1.61 to .23, Fox, 1989).
Distress paradigms were validated and all studies used concurrent
measurement of the behavioral and cardiac indicators. Only one
study analyzed the behavioral (i.e., 60 to 180 s) and cardiac (i.e.,
12 to 25 s) data using distinct measurement epochs (Kahle et al.,
2018). The other two studies (Fox, 1989; Rubin et al., 1997) used
variable measurement epochs and did not describe the range in length
of behavioral or cardiac measurement epochs. One study (Rubin
et al., 1997) investigated maternal over-solicitousness and separa-
tion/reunion distress as moderators and found that the relationship
between indicators did not differ depending on these variables. One
study (Fox, 1989) investigated sex as a moderator and found that the
relationship between indicators did not depend on sex.
RSA change score (see Table 3 and 4: Column 4, Row 3): The
results were inconsistent from the four analyses (Augustine et al.,
2018; Calkins & Dedmon, 2000; Liew et al., 2011 had two age
groups representing two different analyses) investigating the rela-
tionships between RSA change score and emotion regulation beha-
viors. For two studies, data on the relation between indicators were
not reported or findings were near-zero (Calkins & Dedmon, 2000,
null findings but data not provided; Liew et al., 2011, D ¼ .04).
Two studies found negative, albeit sometimes near-zero, relation-
ships between RSA suppression and emotion regulation behaviors
(compliance [D¼.04], comfort seeking [D¼.19], proximity to
mother [D ¼ .93]). Two of the studies conceptualized RSA
change score similarly (Baseline-Task; Augustine et al., 2018;
Calkins & Dedmon, 2000), yet one study (Liew et al., 2011) utilized
a unique method to calculate RSA change score (i.e., regression of
baseline RSA onto task RSA). Only one study had a distress para-
digm that was not validated (Augustine et al., 2018) and two of the
three studies used concurrent measurement of the behavioral and
cardiac indicators (Augustine et al., 2018; Calkins & Dedmon,
2000). Studies included ranged in length of behavioral (i.e., 120
to 300 s) and cardiac (i.e., 42 to 300 s) measurement epochs. One
study (Liew et al., 2011) investigated sex as a covariate and found
that the relationship between indicators did not depend on sex.
Pre-ejection period
PEP and expressed emotion behaviors. Task PEP (see Table 5
and 6: Column 2, Row 2): Both studies (Buss et al., 2005; Kahle
et al., 2018) found near-zero relations (Buss et al., 2005, D ¼ .04;
Kahle et al., 2018, D ¼ .005 to .001) between task PEP and
expressed emotion behaviors. Distress paradigms were validated
and behavioral and cardiac measures were collected concurrently
during the distress paradigm. Behavioral (i.e., 60 to 120 s vs. 60 to
600 s) and cardiac (i.e., 12 to 25 s vs. 60 to 600 s) measurement
epochs varied between the two studies included. Only one study had
covariates in their analysis (Buss et al., 2005), which was described
in a previous section.
Discussion
To our knowledge, the current study is the first to systematically
review the available literature on the relation between behavioral
and cardiac indicators measured during distress in toddlerhood,
taking into account which type of behavioral coding scheme (i.e.,
emotion expression behaviors, emotion regulation behaviors) was
used, which type of cardiac measure was used (i.e., HR, HP, RSA,
PEP), and various methodological factors (i.e., timing of measure-
ment [concurrent versus predictive], length of behavioral and car-
diac measurement epochs, and covariates/moderators). The
narrative synthesis suggested that much of the literature is mixed
regarding the association between cardiac and behavioral indicators
measured during distress in toddlerhood. The only consistent rela-
tionship between cardiac and behavioral indicators was that task
HR and expressed emotion behaviors are positively associated with
standardized effect sizes in the range of Cohen’s D ¼ .05 to D ¼
.54. Relationships were variable between baseline HR and
expressed emotion behaviors (Cohen’s D not reported to .14), base-
line HP and emotion regulation behaviors (Cohen’s D not reported
to .12), task RSA and expressed emotion behaviors (Cohen’s D ¼
.15 to .00), and baseline RSA and emotion regulation behaviors
(Cohen’s D ¼ .002 to .15). Overall effect sizes across cardiac
indicators were similar to those reported in previous meta-
analyses on the association between RSA and behavior across the
life span (Holzman & Bridgett, 2017; Zahn et al., 2016). As such, it
is possible that the magnitude of the association between behavioral
and most cardiac indicators of distress may in fact be smaller than
previously expected (i.e., Cohen’s D < 0.2).
Importantly, the conclusions need to be couched within the
lower quality ratings that the majority (21/22) of the studies
received. Indeed, studies did not use consistent, valid, and reliable
behavioral coding schemes, report reliability coefficients for HR
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indicators, or use analytic techniques that accounted for variables
known to impact toddler physiology. Additionally, there was sub-
stantial variability in methods of physiological data collection. Of
note, studies that fell under the “task” HR, RSA, and PEP did not
account for baseline physiology, and as such we cannot conclude if
the lack of or consistent associations between indicators in this
category is related to differences in baseline or task physiology.
Additionally, many studies were not using “true” baseline condi-
tions, which may have increased the literature-wide noise in both
resting RSA and RSA change scores. Additionally, many of the
sampling rates were below that which is preferred (i.e., 1024 Hz;
Beauchaine et al., 2019), and high frequency bands were often not
specified when RSA was measured. It is possible that studies not
reporting frequency bands may be using bands appropriate for older
children and adults, which will create large over- and underesti-
mates of resting RSA and RSA change scores, respectively (Shader
et al., 2018). Missing data were not reported in almost one third of
the studies, which may have impacted the overall relation between
indicators. Finally, the 1996 Task Force guidelines were not cited in
any studies published after 1996, which may suggest that noise
could have been introduced into the data by not following rigorous
methodological standards. Next, we review our narrative synthesis
findings and contextualize them based on past literature and meth-
odological challenges within the studies included. We then discuss
limitations of our research and implications for future research and
clinical practice.
Associations Between Behavioral and Cardiac
Indicators During Distress
Heart rate. The narrative synthesis suggests that task HR is con-
sistently associated with behavioral indicators of expressed emo-
tion behavior. Specifically, the indicators are positively associated
with an overall effect size with standardized mean differences in the
D ¼ .05 to .54 range. This result suggests that physiological sys-
tems might be implicated in affective behavior (Davidson et al.,
2000) and suggests that cardiac-behavior associations are strongest
when the eliciting events are the same for the cardiac and beha-
vioral measures (i.e., concurrent instead of predictive associations).
Indeed, baseline HR was not related to indicators of expressed
emotion across studies (i.e., D ¼ .14, other study did not provide
effect size data). No research has investigated the relation between
HR indicators and emotion regulation behaviors, which may be
linked given that emotion regulation may affect the intensive and
temporal features of emotion (Thompson, 1994).
Heart period. Regarding HP, research has only investigated the
relation between baseline HP and expressed emotions and emotion
regulation behaviors. Although findings were mixed regarding the
relation between baseline HP and expressed emotion behaviors, the
relations between baseline HP and emotion regulation behaviors
were consistently near zero (i.e., D ¼ .15 or effect size data not
provided). The results suggest that although HR and HP are often
considered inversely related, there may be distinct, albeit weaker,
associations between HP and behavioral indicators. It is noteworthy
that we found no studies from the last 15 years that utilized HP,
likely bolstering the proposition that it has not been a promising
indicator in terms of relationships with behavior.
Respiratory sinus arrhythmia. In regards to expressed emotion
behaviors, the relations with baseline RSA and RSA change score
were mixed (i.e., positive and negative), while relationships with
task RSA were consistently near zero (i.e., D ¼ .15 to .00). Base-
line RSA was weakly associated with emotion regulation behaviors
(D ¼ .002 to .15), while results were mixed (i.e., near-zero or
negative relations) for task RSA and RSA change score. These
results are consistent with classical theories suggesting that the SNS
is most associated with fear and frustration (Fowles, 1988). As
such, toddlers’ responses to fear and frustration inductions may
be more relevant to sympathetic responses such as HR whereas
RSA may be more related to regulatory strategies that are aligned
with the PNS (e.g., self-soothing) (Kahle et al., 2018). Indeed,
preliminary research by Kahle and colleagues (2018) provides cre-
dence for this assertion, but there is currently not enough research
investigating the relation between task RSA and emotion regulation
behaviors to confirm these hypotheses.
Pre-ejection period. Scientists have only begun assessing the
increase in sympathetic influence, as indexed by PEP, during emo-
tional challenge in toddlers. Two studies investigating task PEP and
emotion expression behaviors found near-zero associations (i.e., D
¼ .005 to .04) between these variables. PEP may be more related
to emotion dysregulation or emotion expression behaviors that are
poorly matched to context (Cole & Hall, 2008; Davidson et al.,
2000). Alternatively, Kahle and colleagues (2018) suggest that
attempts to regulate emotions are more strongly linked with phy-
siology than expressions of anger. Unfortunately, there was a lack
of research investigating the association between PEP and emotion
expression or regulatory behaviors to make any definitive claims.
Methodological Challenges
Despite some consistent patterns emerging in the literature, many
associations between cardiac and behavioral indicators were incon-
sistent and no conclusions could be drawn outside the relationship
between task HR and emotion expression behaviors. Relatedly, all
studies were rated as lower quality and most studies did not report a
justification for their sample size, used predictor and outcome vari-
ables with questionable reliability and validity, and did not use
proper blinding procedures or covariates. Given that 60% of the
studies were published before guidelines were provided for report-
ing observational studies (von Elm et al., 2007), these limitations
are not unexpected. It may be that bias-reducing procedures were in
fact undertaken, but not reported. However, to clarify the mixed
relations between behavioral and physiological indicators during
distress, a more in-depth discussion of the methodological differ-
ences (i.e., behavioral and cardiac measures, timing and length of
measurement epochs, additional analyses) among studies is dis-
cussed below.
Behavioral indices measured during distress. Behavioral indicators
of emotion expression have been integral in understanding the
development of emotion regulation. However, our synthesis
revealed that there are not many valid or reliable measures of emo-
tion expression behaviors being used, and the same higher quality
behavioral coding systems are not implemented consistently across
studies. Indeed, only nine of 22 studies provided citations regarding
the validity and reliability of their behavioral coding system. This
finding is concerning because most studies included coding systems
that involve a high degree of subjectivity and, as such, could
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introduce a substantial amount of measurement error. Additionally,
despite Cole and colleagues (2004) assertion that we need indepen-
dent measurement of the activated emotion and the putative regu-
latory strategies to assess the dynamic nature of emotion properly,
behavioral indicators are not commonly coded or categorized as
such. Thus, we organized the behavioral coding schemes as either
emotion expression behaviors or emotion regulation behaviors, but
at times this dichotomization was challenging due to the inclusion
of behaviors that were from both expression and regulatory cate-
gories. Despite these challenges, our decision to dichotomize stud-
ies based on this distinction led to a more nuanced understanding of
behavioral responses during distress, as expressed emotions were
most consistently related to task HR. This finding is consistent with
past research that has suggested that measures of discrete negative
emotions (e.g., fear, sadness) are more sensitive than global ratings
of negative affect or distress (Buss & Goldsmith, 2007). Yet, emo-
tion regulation behaviors were inconsistently related to cardiac
indexes during distress. Many studies investigated behavioral inhi-
bition, a dispositional construct defined by an inborn bias to
respond to unfamiliar events by showing anxiety (Kagan, 1994).
Behavioral inhibition is often reflected in regulatory behaviors
(e.g., latency to approach the stranger or unfamiliar objects, time
spent proximal to the mother, or physical distance from the mother),
and past work has found little evidence that indexes of behavioral
inhibition are consistent across situations (Rubin et al., 1997).
Additionally, recent work (e.g., Kahle et al., 2018; Perry et al.,
2016) has suggested that emotion regulation behaviors should be
further categorized by strategy (e.g., distraction, orienting toward
mother, verbalizations), as each strategy can be differentially
related to the SNS and PNS. Given that most studies included in
the review collapsed across behavioral regulation strategies, it was
not possible to further dichotomize emotion regulation strategies.
However, this may account for the inconsistent relations between
emotion regulation behaviors and cardiac indicators. Moreover,
initially we had wanted to more specifically distinguish between
the peak reactivity phase to a stressor and the less proximal regu-
lation phase. However, the majority of studies (16/22) did not dis-
tinguish between initial post-stressor (reactivity) and less-proximal
(regulation) measurement epochs (i.e. researchers collapsed coding
systems over the toddler’s immediate reaction to stimuli and the
regulation from the stimuli), which is an important distinction that
should be made in the future.
Cardiac indices of measured during distress. Our narrative synth-
esis suggests that task HR is positively correlated with expressed
emotion behaviors. However, baseline HR and HP, baseline and
task RSA, and task PEP are not consistently related to expressed
emotion or emotion regulation behaviors. Past research has sug-
gested that there are important developmental changes in the sym-
pathetic and PNS across toddlerhood. Thus, in the second year of
life, autonomic measures such as RSA may be more reflective of
physiological regulation than simply emotional reactivity or arousal
(Eisenberg et al., 1995). Furthermore, few studies have investigated
the stability of cardiac measures across the first years of life, which
limits our ability to state that these measures represent stable indi-
vidual differences in distress responses. Finally, baseline and task
RSA reflect different aspects of self-regulatory functioning
(Porges, 2007). While baseline RSA reflects an individual’s ability
to regulate internal bodily processes and temperamental character-
istics (Beauchaine, 2001; Porges, 1996), task RSA (following a
distressing event) is intended to reflect an individual’s ability to
attend and respond to environmental demands (Beauchaine et al.,
2007). As such, null or mixed findings may result from researchers
choosing cardiac measures that are not aligned theoretically with
their behavioral outcomes. Again, the lack of disambiguation in
studies between reactivity and regulation measurement epochs
would likely have an important impact.
Timing and length of measurement. As mentioned above, key
methodological factors that we hypothesized to affect the relation
between behavioral and cardiac indexes were the timing and length
of measurement (i.e., epoch length) for behavioral and cardiac indi-
cators. Indeed, distress reactivity and regulation have been clearly
delineated in psychophysiological research (Rothbart & Derry-
berry, 1981) and researchers have suggested that distress may be
more accurately measured through temporally sensitive techniques
that capture dynamic change (Thompson et al., 2008). Regarding
the timing of measurement, most of the stronger relations were
characterized by concurrent measurement of behavioral and cardiac
indexes during distress. As such, studies that use predictive analy-
ses (e.g., baseline cardiac variables) may not capture salient aspects
of toddlers’ distress within these specific paradigms, which helps
explain the weaker relations between indicators. Relatedly, the
operationalization of baseline cardiac indicators differed across
studies, with some studies investigating physiology at rest whereas
others collected physiological data during presentation of auditory
or visual stimuli. It can be posited that the degree of association
may be affected by the operationalization of baseline physiology.
As well, although most studies collapsed their behavioral and car-
diac measures across the entire distress paradigm, studies that dif-
ferentiated between phases of distress (i.e., reactivity vs. regulation
measurement epochs) had stronger effects.
Additional analyses. Only approximately half of the studies (12/22)
included in our review measured and adjusted for key potential
confounding variables that are known to impact physiology (i.e.,
age, sex, baseline characteristics, time of day, activity level, and
respiration; Oberlander & Saul, 2002; Waxman et al., 2016). More-
over, the covariates and moderators used were not consistent across
studies and included child-level (i.e., sex, age, baseline HR, and
activity) and dyad-level (i.e., attachment, early adversity) factors.
Sex was the most widely examined variable across studies, and
results suggest that there are not sex differences in the relation
between behavioral and cardiac indicators following distress during
this specific developmental stage. These results counter past
research that has suggested that the association between behavioral
and cardiac indexes of emotion may differ for boys and girls (Buss
et al., 2005). As well, although previous research has noted that
there are rapid physiological changes in infancy and toddlerhood
which make it difficult to detect the relationship between behavior
and biology (Stifter & Jain, 1996), little research has controlled for
or examined the effect of age in its analyses. Other child-level (i.e.,
baseline HR/activity) and dyad factors (i.e., attachment, early
adversity) were significant covariates or moderators in the relation
between behavioral and cardiac indexes. However, conclusions
cannot be made given that these variables were tested in only one
study each.
Limitations
Despite our detailed search strategy, it is possible that we omitted
relevant studies. We specifically excluded non-English
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publications, which may have eliminated relevant studies. More-
over, we collapsed across tasks (i.e., fear vs. frustration paradigms)
given a lack of qualitative differences in effect sizes. However, it is
possible that if quantitative techniques were utilized (i.e., meta-
analysis), there may have been task-related differences in the asso-
ciation between emotion expression/regulatory behaviors and
cardiac indicators of distress. Indeed, research in preschool- and
school-aged children (e.g., Quigley & Stifter, 2006; Zeytinoglu
et al., 2019) has found task-related (e.g., cognitive vs. negatively
valenced emotional challenges) differences in cardiac reactivity
and the magnitude of physiological responses. It is also important
to consider that almost all studies (21/22) were rated as lower
quality. However, this result may be partly due to reporting stan-
dards for papers that reflect journal requirements and decisions by
journal reviewers and editors instead of the quality of the original
study. Using quality checklists that delineate clear standards of
reporting are critical. The EQUATOR network provides an
excellent resource to ensure high-quality reporting scores (http://
www.equator-network.org/). Relatedly, many studies did not report
data on the relation between indicators when results were null. As
such, the synthesis may underestimate the relation between indica-
tors, given that null results may have been a result of small sample
sizes and not due to a lack of relation. Additionally, most studies
were from North-American researchers, which may limit the gen-
eralizability of our findings. Finally, the study focused on research
that specifically analyzed the concurrent relation (i.e., within the
same appointment) between behavioral and cardiac indexes mea-
sured during distress and did not include studies that investigated
the longitudinal relation between these measures. As such, not all
studies with informative findings pertaining to predictive relations
between these measures were included.
Conclusions and Future Directions
The current study is one of the first to review the concurrent relation
between behavioral and cardiac indicators measured during distress
during the second and third years of life. The narrative synthesis
suggests that currently only HR during the post-stimuli phase is
consistently related to expressed emotion behaviors (i.e., standar-
dized mean difference, D ¼ .05 to .54). These results suggest that
research using distress as a key construct could obtain divergent
results depending on whether distress is measured with cardiac or
behavioral indicators. Significant gaps in the literature were high-
lighted, with a lack of studies investigating the relation between HR
indicators and emotion regulation behaviors, task HP and beha-
vioral indicators, and PEP and emotion regulation behaviors.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that there are currently no studies
on the relation between behavioral and physiological indicators in
severe distress (e.g., pain) in toddlerhood. Given the particular
salience of high distress experiences in development and increased
dependency on parents during high distress, this will be an impor-
tant avenue to investigate.
Mixed or near-zero associations may suggest that context-
appropriate physiological and expressed emotion behaviors or emo-
tion regulation behaviors can co-occur without being closely linked
(Hastings et al., 2009). Relatedly, a recent review by Barrett and
colleagues (2019) found that there is not yet sufficient evidence to
conclude that facial movements have the sensitivity or specificity to
express the instance of any emotion category. As such, it is possible
that the reliability of facial expressions relating to distressing emo-
tions may not emerge until later childhood or adolescence.
However, it is possible that the lack of relations between beha-
vioral and cardiac indicators of distress may differ due to metho-
dological inconsistences. Thus, another important contribution of
this work is concrete suggestions for improving the quality and
consistency of research in this area. Based on our review, we rec-
ommend the following guidelines for future work examining beha-
vioral and cardiac measures of distress:
1. Improve study methodology (e.g., psychometrically sound
baseline conditions and behavioral measures, appropriate
frequency bands for measuring RSA in toddlerhood [i.e.,
0.24 to 1.04 Hz], coder blinding to hypotheses, distinguish
between phases of the post-stimuli responses [e.g., immedi-
ate responses vs. more distal responses]) and/or reporting
practices (e.g., reporting on standardized data collection
[1996 Task Force], ECG sampling rates/high frequency
HRV bands, sufficient statistics, recruitment rates/missing
data, participation rates, study population characteristics).
2. Behavioral coding schemes are needed that clearly distin-
guish specific types of behavior being measured (i.e., emo-
tion expression behavior vs. emotion regulation behavior)
and have established psychometrics.
3. Reliability coefficients for cardiac data reduction need to be
reported. A review by Laborde and colleagues (2017) noted
that the ease of access to cardiac indicators in psychophy-
siological research has been overshadowed by the difficulty
of editing and interpreting cardiac findings. Our results con-
firm this assertion and we suggest that future research mirror
reporting standards for behavioral observation tools. Specif-
ically, authors should report number of coders editing car-
diac data and report reliability coding (e.g., double coding
10–20% of the sample, reporting reliability coefficients).
4. The relative contributions of parasympathetic and sympa-
thetic reactivity and regulation need to be accounted for in
future research (e.g., collection of HR, RSA, PEP, galvanic
skin response, cortisol, cortical responses).
5. Temporal measurement epochs need to be defined in a sim-
ilar manner across studies to facilitate comparisons (e.g.,
utilizing concurrent 30-s measurement epochs for both beha-
vioral coding and cardiac data reduction) of the impact of
phase of distress (i.e., reactivity phase vs. regulation phase)
on the relation between behavioral and cardiac indicators of
distress.
6. Statistical approaches that capture dynamic aspects of dis-
tress reactivity and regulation (e.g., latent growth curve
models) should be utilized, given that levels of parasympa-
thetic and sympathetic activity are likely to fluctuate over
the course of a distressing event. As well, a consistent set of
covariates should be included for all studies investigating the
relation between behavioral and cardiac indexes of distress
in toddlerhood. These covariates should include but are not
limited to age, sex, time since last feeding and nap, baseline
physiological variables, activity, and respiration rate.
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Note
1. “Measurement epoch” refers to the time interval (in seconds)
that behavioral and cardiac data were analyzed/coded across a
distress task. The measurement epoch is the final time interval
utilized to measure the association between behavioral and car-
diac indicators during distress. For example, for a given study,
heart rate variability may have been edited in 30-s epochs and
averaged across a 2-min distress paradigm, but the final
“measurement epoch” length for that study would be 120 s.
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